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New Wireless Software from Silicon Labs Enables Bluetooth
Communications with Sub-GHz IoT Devices

-- End Users Can Now Set up and Control Sub-GHz Smart Energy, Commercial and Industrial
Applications with Easy-to-Use Mobile Apps --

AUSTIN, Texas, June 13, 2018 /PRNewswire/ -- Silicon Labs (NASDAQ: SLAB) has released new software options
for its Wireless Gecko portfolio, enabling simultaneous sub-GHz and 2.4 GHz Bluetooth® Low Energy (LE)
connectivity on a single chip. This Silicon Labs solution enables commercial and industrial IoT applications to
combine long-range sub-GHz communications with Bluetooth connectivity, simplifying device setup, data
gathering and maintenance. By avoiding the complexity of two-chip wireless architectures, developers can
speed time-to-market and reduce bill-of-materials (BOM) cost and size by up to 40 percent.

Silicon Labs' new Wireless Gecko hardware and software solution enables users to set up, control and monitor
sub-GHz IoT devices directly over Bluetooth with mobile apps. By adding Bluetooth LE connectivity to wireless
networks in the sub-GHz band, developers can deliver new capabilities such as faster over-the-air (OTA)
updates and deploy scalable, location-based service infrastructure with Bluetooth beacons.

Proprietary sub-GHz protocols are commonly used in low-data-rate systems, from simple point-to-point
connections to large mesh networks and low-power wide area networks (LPWAN), where extended range, robust
radio links and energy efficiency are top priorities. Sub-GHz connectivity is a good fit for long-range wireless
sensor networks, smart metering, home and building automation, and commercial lighting. Silicon Labs'
Wireless Gecko solution makes it easy to add Bluetooth LE connectivity to these sub-GHz applications.

"Sub-GHz wireless protocols are widespread in smart energy, industrial and commercial applications," said Lee
Ratliff, Senior Principal Analyst, Connectivity and IoT, at IHS Markit. "Ubiquitous support of Bluetooth in mobile
devices has created demand for multiband, multiprotocol wireless solutions that can bridge the gap between
Bluetooth LE and sub-GHz proprietary protocols, enabling legacy applications to leverage the power of the
mobile device ecosystem."

"Silicon Labs' new software makes it easier to set up and manage a wide range of sub-GHz wireless devices in
the field through easy-to-use mobile apps and Bluetooth connectivity," said Dennis Natale, Vice President and
General Manager of IoT products at Silicon Labs. "Our Wireless Gecko portfolio provides a single-chip solution
that reduces design costs, simplifies hardware and software development, and accelerates time to market."

Silicon Labs is a leading provider of silicon, software and solutions for a smarter, more connected world. The
company offers more than 20 years of experience delivering integrated RF solutions and has shipped more than
750 million wireless devices for IoT end nodes.

Pricing and Availability
Silicon Labs' new multiprotocol software is available now to customers using Silicon Labs' EFR32MG and
EFR32BG Wireless Gecko SoCs. Silicon Labs provides comprehensive software tools to simplify sub-GHz and
Bluetooth development, including a connected lighting demonstration and a sample mobile application. Contact
a local Silicon Labs sales representative or authorized distributor for EFR32 Wireless Gecko SoC pricing. To get
started and learn more, visit www.silabs.com/dynamic-multiprotocol.

Silicon Labs
Silicon Labs (NASDAQ: SLAB) is a leading provider of silicon, software and solutions for a smarter, more
connected world. Our award-winning technologies are shaping the future of the Internet of Things, Internet
infrastructure, industrial automation, consumer and automotive markets. Our world-class engineering team
creates products focused on performance, energy savings, connectivity and simplicity. www.silabs.com

Connect with Silicon Labs
Silicon Labs PR Contact: Dale Weisman +1-512-532-5871, dale.weisman@silabs.com
Follow Silicon Labs at http://news.silabs.com/, at http://blog.silabs.com/, on Twitter at
http://twitter.com/siliconlabs, on LinkedIn at http://www.linkedin.com/company/siliconlabs and on Facebook at
http://www.facebook.com/siliconlabs.

Cautionary Language 
This press release may contain forward-looking statements based on Silicon Labs' current expectations. These
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forward-looking statements involve risks and uncertainties. A number of important factors could cause actual
results to differ materially from those in the forward-looking statements. For a discussion of factors that could
impact Silicon Labs' financial results and cause actual results to differ materially from those in the forward-
looking statements, please refer to Silicon Labs' filings with the SEC. Silicon Labs disclaims any intention or
obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future
events or otherwise.

Note to editors: Silicon Labs, Silicon Laboratories, the "S" symbol, the Silicon Laboratories logo and the Silicon
Labs logo are trademarks of Silicon Laboratories Inc. All other product names noted herein may be trademarks
of their respective holders.
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